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What we have to offer

Global networking to support your studios

How we work closely with you

Your business is our business

The global gaming industry, our shared concern

Get in touch

Table of Contents
Techeadz is a specialist Games Industry recruitment agency with decades worth of combined
experience supplying permanent and contract staff to clients globally. We hope you find the
following pages informative, use the contact details to drop us a line.
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What We Have

To Offer
Techeadz employs a unique approach to 
delivering quality candidates on a global scale. 
We are passionate about finding the next 
market trend so we can help you strengthen 
your market position.

Finding the right candidates with the right skills 
is our core business. We have over 10 years 
of experience in the recruitment industry with 
quality and knowledge best suited to your 
needs.

Working together, we can draw on this 
expertise to develop the right solutions for you. 
Our primary market is computer development; 
we speak to senior and entry level candidates 
on a daily basis. 

Depending on your requirements, we will 
draw candidates in from different strengths 
and skill sets, even as senior as CEO level. We 
group our candidate database, making sure we 
understand people’s movements worldwide, 
keeping our finger on the pulse. 

Our market oriented experience guarantees 
you up-to-date positions on candidates, which 
in-turn mean our functionalities are better, 
stronger, faster, longer-lasting and ever more 
efficient. 

Depending on the position, we apply a high 
vetting process to make sure their skills are 
correct before presenting their CV, improving 
placements and speed. Together, with our core 
experience gives you an edge in your market.
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Strength Through Synergy
This applies not only to our customer relationships, but also to the way we combine our 
core experience competences. Techeadz entire candidate portfolio is centered on the major 
technology areas: Development, Programming and Art.

Finding the right skilled candidate and using the appropriate methods to do so, implementing 
different headhunting and search techniques to obtain the person needed. Strength, due 
diligence, knowledge, experience, accessibility... our processes provide you with the candidate 
you need.

Our customers not only benefit from our innovative search ideas and solutions, but they can also 
rely on our proprietary selection processes:

Better together: the core of our corporate philosophy.
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Our Sales Network is Close at Hand. European by origin; Techeadz is growing into a global player 
active on every continent. You can rely on a worldwide network that is responsive to market changes. 
We believe that its performance is directly related to the skills and motivation of its staff. You will 
be working with highly trained and result-driven professionals whose constant aim is to create 
added value for your business. This way, you get the most from our global reach: our expertise, our 
efficiency, and our proximity.

Our Network Strengthens Yours. The success of your studios is important to us; we work constantly 
to strengthen our global network. With contacts worldwide, we are able to meet the needs of 
our customers and our market quickly and effectively. We align our databases with all outside 
requirements while ensuring they conform to our standards of quality.

Global Network

“With contacts worldwide, we are able 
to meet the needs of our customers 
and our market quickly and effectively.“
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Committed in Search and Approach. Our commitment to you is not just about candidate quality. 
We also demonstrate this commitment in the way we meet your needs and desires. We talk to you 
about what you want in terms of candidate quality, search methods, and processes. Then, the role, 
planning, performance, and management are all based around that dialogue. Our high flexibility 
enables us to match candidate to your demand, working tirelessly to ensure that our search and 
our approach are just what you need.

Driven to Excel. Anyone who has worked with Techeadz knows how committed we are to total 
quality. We have spent decades refining our total quality management team by expanding it into 
new areas, the games market.
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We Work Closely With You
Recruitment responsibilities is a key driver of our leadership. We invest highly in our staff and 
training. Our day to day activities are aimed at creating value for our customers with new ways in 
which to obtain CVs and fill their job roles as well as with processes that limit wasted time and effort 
with the interview process.

Leadership in Recruitment processes. At our main offices here in the Center of London (UK) a 
team of highly qualified recruitment consultants and resourcers work closely with team leaders. 
We regularly engage in joint projects with our team as part of our consistent endeavor to leverage 
ideas and knowledge, expertise and resources to increase our skills and know-how. Our cooperative 
projects have resulted in various successful placements.

Open Innovation on a Global Scale. We also seek international partners for our cooperation 
with speaking to universities and colleges for new up and coming talent. Techeadz continues 
to cooperate with academic institutes, development clusters as well as partners from different 
countries in order to bring an outside-in approach. But above all, we develop networks that matter. 

Recruitment Processes Re-Thought. Thanks to Techeadz in-house expertise and thorough 
knowledge of our own technology, our database search engines are equipped for attention to 
detail. This, in turn, enables us to match our recruitment methods to your company’s practices.

The closer we are to our customers allows us to serve them more efficiently.
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Your Business is our Business
The worldwide video game marketplace, which includes video game console hardware and 
software, online, mobile and PC games, will reach $93 billion this year, up from $79 billion in 2012. 
Driven by strong mobile gaming and video game console and software sales, the market is forecast 
to reach $111 billion by 2015. We take pleasure in supplying specialised staff to this ever-growing 
industry, those that meet the highest quality standards, independent and corporate studios put 
their faith in us to deliver and, we do just that. 

Mobile games are the fastest growing segment of the market, with revenue set to nearly double 
between 2013 and 2015 from $13.2 billion to $22 billion.

“As mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) continue to grow, the mobile game category will 
show the biggest growth due to the entertainment value provided by games compared with other 
app categories. This growth is fueled by healthy premium mobile sales globally and a desire 
by consumers to play games on these multifunction devices that are capable of dis¬playing 
increasingly sophisticated game content.”

“Sony and Microsoft released their game consoles in 2013, sales of console hardware is forecast to 
grow from $15.9 billion to $22.7 billion in 2015.”

“No other sector has experienced 
the same explosive growth as 

the computer and video game 
industry.”
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Techeadz global corporate social responsibility strategy is centered on four main pillars, namely our 
responsibility in the workplace, in the marketplace, towards the candidates and towards society.

Our Responsibility in the Workplace. Because our candidates are our most important assets, 
loyalty comes first, always. Providing a secure working environment for all employees is key to us. 
In 2013 we introduced an assessment system that aims for improved due diligence attitude and 
awareness. We have continued this and will continue into the future.

Our Responsibility in the Community and in our Market. Techeadz strives to be a loyal, responsible 
partner within the communities where we operate. We make a point of interacting with local 
recruitment regulations and world regulations in a transparent, constructive way and we are firmly 
committed to complying with national legislation and collective labor agreements. Techeadz 
adheres to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the treaties and recommendations of 
the International Labor Organization. At Techeadz, we deal openly and honestly with our business 
partners. We comply with generally accepted business standards, laws and regulations, and we 
conduct our operations in accordance with the principles of fair competition.

Our Responsibility Towards the Workplace. “Better together” is one of Techeadz mottos: our 
concern for the people is three-fold: on the one hand we develop an honest approach, friendlier 
recruitment processes for our clients and candidates worldwide. 

Secondly, we invest in communication training innovations that allow for these process 
improvements. And thirdly, we also develop our business networks in a way that contribute to a 
healthy workflow.

Global Gaming Network:
Our Shared Concern

“Providing a secure working environment 
for all employees is key to us.“



Techeadz Ltd
78 York Street, 

London W1H 1DP

Tel: +44 (0) 207 887 2415 - www.techeadz.co.uk


